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Giving your Children the Very Best 

 

Sleep Problems 
 
Sleep is the time that our mind restores itself. Without proper sleep, a child often will be irritable, less 
successful in what he or she does, and more likely to have an accident or get hurt. Sleep is important for 
growing, learning, healing, and proper workings of our body’s functions.  
 
What is normal? How much sleep does my child need to be restored in the morning? Newborns require 
14 to 16 hours of sleep in a day, some at night and some during the day. By 4 months most babies sleep 
through the night. From 6 months on to adulthood, most of us wake periodically throughout the night. 
Usually we stir, roll over and go back to sleep. Toddlers and children do the same. Toddlers generally 
need 11 to 13 hours of sleep a day, including a daily nap. The nap is needed until about 5 years of age. 
School age children should get 10 to 11 hours of sleep a night. Adolescents need 8 to 9 hours of sleep, 
even though they frequently try to function on much less.  
 
Some Common Disorders of Sleep 

• Nightmares: These usually occur late in the night and awaken the child. The child may 
remember having a frightening dream. Reassure him that he is safe and then everyone can 
continue to sleep. Keep him in his bed. That is best for the child. Television shows, movies, video 
games and stories can be frightening for your child and cause bad dreams.  

• Sleep Terrors: These occur earlier in the night. Children scream, open their eyes, sit up and 
thrash about but they are not truly awake. They cannot be comforted. Children will not 
remember this in the morning. Often finding a gentle way of awakening them will stop the 
terror. These episodes will resolve on their own with time.  

• Sleepwalking: Though sleepwalking is not a serious condition, it can be dangerous. You may 
need to lock doors and prepare the house to prevent injury. You do not need to wake up the 
walker, simply guide them back to their beds. Talk with your doctor with any concerns you may 
have.  

 
Good Sleep Habits 

1. Follow a consistent schedule for bedtime and awakening.  
2. Discourage daytime play in the bed.  
3. Schedule naps, if needed, early in the day, before 2:00 p.m.  
4. Limit caffeine, especially after noon.  
5. Turn the television off at least 30 minutes before bedtime.  
6. Avoid meals and exercise near bedtime.  
7. Have your child empty his or her bladder just before going to bed.  
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8. Establish a calming bedtime routine; bedtime stories are perfect.  
9. Make sure that sleeping environment is quiet, dark, and not too hot or cold. 
10. Put infants to sleep on their backs.  
11. Put your child in bed while he is still awake, so he gets used to falling asleep there.  
12. Do not reward your child for leaving bed, TV, play and long conversations with you should not 

be allowed once bedtime has begun. 
13. If your child gets out of bed, calmly and immediately lead him back to bed.  
14.  Stickers or other rewards given for staying in bed may be useful if you child keeps getting out of 

bed.  
15.  Getting upset, yelling and fighting with your child at bedtime will not help, it only stimulates 

and makes sleep less likely.  
16.  Give adequate warning that the bedtime routine is about to begin. Say “bedtime routine will 

begin in 30 minutes.” Then later say, “Bedtime routine will begin in 15 minutes.”  

Giving your child time to prepare will help the child who is slow to adapt or has difficulty with change of 
routine. 

Though good sleep habits are helpful, every child is different and you might want to think about your 
child’s temperament when thinking about their sleep problems. In combination with the good habits 
listed above, think about these below.   

• If your child is slow to adapt to change of activity then consider giving them repeated warnings 
about the upcoming bedtime routine.  

• If your child is very intense, reacts with lots of emotion, then do not stimulate them prior to bed. 
Wild aggressive play in the evening will disrupt bedtime.  

• If your child is very active, then they need to run off the energy before they will be able to sleep. 
Exercise after dinner will help them to be ready for bed.  

• If your child is highly sensitive to things that do not bother most children, then reduce stimulation 
of the child. Take care in making sure that everything is correct and ready for your child in their 
room and bed so that there are no issues to disturb the child’s sensitivity prior to sleep.  

• If you child lacks routine, then do not talk of sleep but of staying in bed. Some kids do not need 
the structure that others do, and if you talk of going to sleep they will argue with you.  Discipline 
for getting out of bed, not falling asleep, will come easier.  

MEDICATIONS  

Most kids do not need medicine to sleep. On occasion a little Benadryl will help break a bad habit. It is 
safe and often helps induce sleep. Do not use more than 4 or 5 nights in a row without talking with your 
doctor.  

Melatonin is helpful to induce sleep. If child is between 3 years and 10 years of age, 3 mg given 2 hours 
prior to bedtime is safe.  If older than 10 years then 5 to 6 mgs is safe. 

It is not recommended to use other herbs or health food store products in order to induce sleep. 
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